
Zealot S





4830

19-24 mi / 30-40 km,





FEATURES

11.8 mph / 19 kmh

3

30%30%

18.7lbs / 8.5kg.

30

0.35 9mm

Turbo mode with top speed 30mph / 48kmh
Sports mode with top speed 23.6mph / 38kmh



ABS Glass Fiber Composite Deck 110 kg
19-24 mi / 30-40 km

23.6 mph / 38kmh
11.8 mph / 19kmh

99*24cm / 39*9.3 inch

 Synchronous Belt Drive

96 mm

24 pcs

18.7lbs / 8.5kg

3 hours

, with OLED display

50.4



8 Inch Forged Truck

BOARD GLOSSARY

Ambient light

5VDC Output
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REMOTE GLOSSARY
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NEW

New Function Introduction: After the remote control is 
paired and connected with the board, the one-click power 
on/o� funtion will be activated. When you turn on/o� the 
remote control, the board will be automatically turned 
on/o�. 

Note: You need to manually turn on the board again when 
the standby time exceeds 24 hours.





Economic mode

Sports mode

Cruise mode

 

During the riding, pressing        to 
enter the cruise mode, the board  
will travel at stable speed. 
Pull the throttle to exit cruise 
mode

In sports mode, the top 

speed is 23.6 mph / 38 km / h

Press         , it will enter 
the economic mode, 
remote will show

Press         , it will enter the 
sports mode, remote will 
show

Turbo mode
Press  “        ”  to enter the turbo
mode , it will get 20% more power
during acceleration,
In turbo mode , the top speed
is 30 mph / 48 mkh

In economic mode, the 
top speed is 11.8mph / 
19km/h
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1. First, turn on the board and remote control.

2. Quickly double-click the power button on the 
remote control to turn on the ambient light, which 
will start slow �ashing.

3. In E/S mode, the ambient light will keep slow 
�ashing.

4. After pressing the turbo button and entering the 
Turbo mode, the ambient light will change to fast 
�ashing.

5. You can also skip step 2 and 3 and enter the Turbo 
mode directly. The ambient light will turn on auto-
matically.

6. In E/S mode, double-click the power button on the 
remote control again to turn o� the ambient light. 
Note: In Turbo mode, it cannot be turned o�. You 
need to downshift to S/E mode and then turn it o�.

7. After the remote control is turned o�, the ambient 
light will automatically turn o� after 5S.

POWER ON/OFF THE AMBIENT LIGHT

Power Button
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Charge to 
50%-60% and charge it once a month.
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